Enabling African businesses to efficiently & affordably export goods across borders & access trade financing

About Jetstream

Jetstream offers a tech-enabled, vertically-integrated, cross-border trade solution that eases international supply-chain constraints for SMEs across Africa, through instant pricing, cargo tracking, customs regulation transparency, digital payments, and trade financing.

Jetstream is powered by a network of freight forwarders, customs agents and ground transporters that combine technology and on-the-ground know-how to move shipments, of any size, between global markets and the African continent.

Why Jetstream

Across Africa, shippers and SMEs/vendors operate in isolation, resulting in manual errors, hidden markups, and even lost products when shipping goods across borders.

Jetstream’s digital platform is designed to offer shippers and logistics vendors an efficient way to move goods across borders, while enabling producers to make shipments more frequently via trade financing, thereby enabling more frequent production cycles.

How Jetsteam’s tech platform works

1. A shipper books a shipment on Jetstream’s platform and uploads their export documents.

2. Jetstream confirms customs requirements for origin and destination ports. It then books freight and prepares any additional documentation required.

3. Jetstream collects and moves the shippers cargo to the selected vessel, and transfers the documents to the import broker.

4. The shipper is now able to track their shipment from origin to destination using Jetstream’s API.
Who we are

Dede Miishe Addy  
Co-founder and CEO

With a background in consulting, law and entrepreneurship, Miishe holds a JD and has 12+ years of experience in strategy and legal transactions. As a MEST fellow, she mentored entrepreneurs in software development and previously started a company in Ghana.

Solomon Torgbor  
Co-founder and COO

Previously at Maersk as part of Export, Import, and Manifest operations, Solomon has experience managing freight-forwarding subsidiaries, specializing in logistics, customers and shipping.

Key statistics + impact:

| Installed base of 300+ shippers and logistics vendors | Funding raised USD $1.4M | $7M in gross merchandise value moved in the last 12 months |

Key partners + investors

- 4x Ventures
- GoldenPalm
- MSA
- Ingressive Capital
- breyerlabs

Awards + recognition

- London Business School Africa Club Accel Award
- Project Management Institute “Top 50 Project Managers” as part of 2020’s Future 50
- Selected by Catalyst Fund accelerator

bfaglobal.com/catalyst-fund